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11:30am—4:00pm PROVIDER REGISTRATION  
 This special Provider Registration is for all Radiology Leaders and GPO Executives. 
 Relax and enjoy a light meal and networking with your peers as you register for the conference. 
 Lunch for Providers will be served between 11:30am and 3:00pm.

11:30am—7:00pm SUPPLIER REGISTRATION
 

12:00pm—4:00pm SUPPLIER SHOWCASE
 Select Suppliers will showcase their products, services and technology. Showcases are designed to 
 provide a limited number of supplier attendees with an opportunity to demonstrate their products, 
 services and solutions for the provider executives. To maximize this experience for everyone, only 
 Providers and Supplier attendees from companies with a showcase exhibit will be permitted into 
 the showcase area. Please contact us to learn how you can participate. Please note that lunch is not 
 provided for Suppliers or Showcase exhibitors. There are several restaurant outlets in the    
 convention center which are available at your convenience.

2:00pm—2:30pm SUPPLIER ORIENTATION
 All Suppliers are welcome to attend this orientation meeting. This informational orientation meeting 
 is an excellent opportunity for first time Supplier attendees to gain a clear understanding of our 
 conference, specifically the reverseexpo and how it works.

4:15pm—5:30pm PROVIDER ORIENTATION & SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT
 All Radiology Leaders and GPO Executives are required to attend this orientation 
 meeting, which will provide important information pertaining to the conference and introduce a 
 few of our sponsors.

5:30pm—6:00pm WELCOME RECEPTION & NETWORKING EVENT (ALL ATTENDEES)

6:00pm—9:00pm HOSPITALITY SUITES HOSTED BY OUR SPONSORS (ALL ATTENDEES)

MONDAY MAY 8
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7:00am—6:00pm REGISTRATION DESK OPEN
 Our Registration Desk will be staffed throughout the conference. If you have questions 
 or need assistance with anything, please stop by and let us know. We are happy to help.

7:00am—8:00am BREAKFAST (ALL ATTENDEES)

8:00am—9:30am OPENING REMARKS & KEYNOTE ADDRESS (ALL ATTENDEES)

 THE PROMISE
 
 JASON HEWLETT
 Having delivered thousands of presentations over 2 decades, Jason Hewlett is the only speaker  
 in the world teaching leadership in a performance of uncanny musical and comedy impressions,  
 utilizing the legends of stage. “The Promise” is a keynote speech that feels like a show, with proven  
 processes and immediately implementable takeaways to transform your business and leadership  
 skills.

 Jason is the author of the Facebook post entitled, “I Saw My Wife at Target Today”, which has been
 seen by more than 100 million people. A recent, and one of the youngest inductees in the  
 prestigious Speaker Hall of Fame, his talks inspire leadership from the perspective of a Promise, 
 while giving attendees an engaging, entertaining, and educational experience all in one.

9:30am—9:45am COFFEE BREAK

TUESDAY MAY 9

• Share Confidence in Skills and Talents
• Discuss Team Unity & Promise Culture Transformation
• Implement ICM Process - Identify, Clarify, Magnify
• Discover their Signature Moves and Personal Branding
• Share Energy for delivering at a higher level of Leadership in 2023
• Entertain & Inspire

AFTER ATTENDING 
THIS PRESENTATION, 
ATTENDEES WILL

LEARNING  OBJECTIVES
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10:00am—12:00pm               SESSION 1

 The Radiology Leaders and GPO Executives host the exhibit booths 
 in this very unique reverseexpo.

11:45am—1:00pm LUNCH (ALL ATTENDEES)

1:30pm—2:30pm EDUCATIONAL SESSION

 RADIOLOGY TRANSFORMATION: LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY 
 TO BENEFIT RADIOLOGISTS & PATIENTS
 
 DAVID GRUEN, MD, MBA, FACR
 Dr. David Gruen is Chief Medical Officer at Merative, and a practicing radiologist with Jefferson  
 Radiology in Connecticut specializing in breast and body imaging. 
 
 After completing his fellowship at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Dr. Gruen went on  
 to specialize in women’s imaging, body imaging and breast cancer. Dr. Gruen inspects breast 
 programs nationwide for the American College of Radiology and continues to serve on several  
 national committees. Dr. Gruen has served on the boards of the Breast Cancer Alliance and Susan  
 G Komen, New England. He has recently become an inspector for the American College Of  
 Radiology Diagnostic Center Of Excellence Program.
 
 As a frequent public speaker and “voice of the clinician”, he champions innovations that can help  
 improve clinical workflows, reduce physician burnout and support patient care. He engages  
 regularly with leaders from health systems and imaging organizations across the US to understand  
 and support their various imaging challenges and needs. 

2:45pm—3:45pm EDUCATIONAL SESSION

 THE ROLE OF THE MODERN MEDICAL PHYSICIST IN   
 DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
 
 COREY GINETZ, M.S., DABR
 Corey Ginetz is board certified by the American Board of Radiology (ABR) in Diagnostic Medical  
 Physics. He is a Senior Medical Physicist at West Physics, a leading nationwide provider of   
 diagnostic medical physics services. West Physics provides comprehensive diagnostic medical  
 physics services including consulting services in the areas of Radiation Safety and MR Safety. cont. 

TUESDAY MAY 9

AFTER ATTENDING 
THIS PRESENTATION, 
ATTENDEES WILL

LEARNING  OBJECTIVES
• Understand the challenges and opportunities facing radiology and radiologists, from a clinician’s perspective
• Understand alternative ways to measure return on investment in diagnostic imaging tools
• Identify the benefits afforded by adopting AI technology in imaging departments
• Ask different questions about transforming and optimizing clinical workflows
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 Continued from previous page 
 
 Corey holds a Master’s degree in Medical Physics from the Georgia Institute of Technology, where  
 he also achieved his Bachelor’s degree in Nuclear and Radiological Engineering. After graduating  
 from Georgia Tech, Corey joined West Physics as a medical physicist in 2014 and has since served  
 in a variety of technical roles for the company, primarily focusing on CT dose optimization and  
 Radiation Safety Officer roles. Corey currently calls Chicago home but plans to relocate to West  
 Physics’ Houston, Texas field office in 2023. 
 

 

4:00pm—5:00pm AFTERNOON KEYNOTE (ALL ATTENDEES)

 RETENTION: KEY MINDSETS THAT RETAIN TOP TALENT
 
 COLENE ROGERS, SHRM-SCP
 Colene Roger’s path to helping people and organizations is rooted in her humble beginnings.  
 She grew up on a farm in Central, Florida where hard work, determination and serving others  
 was lived out each and every day by her parents in her small community.
 
 As a Senior Certified HR Professional, author and talent management expert, Colene identifies  
 turnover as not just an issue, but “the issue” facing all organizations.  For how well you retain  
 your employees influences every other facet of your business.  Colene’s fresh take on this most  
 important topic has made her a highly sought-after keynote speaker and consultant.   Her new  
 book, Retention: Key Mindsets that Retain Top Talent, released in May 2020 and is a great  
 leadership training tool.

 Colene is a professional speaker of the National Speakers Association; a certified speaker,  
 trainer, and coach with the John Maxwell Team; a certified trainer for Vital Smarts Crucial  
 Conversations; a senior certified HR professional (SHRM-SCP); a certified professional in human  
 resources (PHR); a DISC certified consultant, and a partner with 5 Behaviors of a Cohesive Team  
 (Patrick Lencioni & Wiley).

TUESDAY MAY 9

• Develop the 4 mindsets that reveal the level of commitment you can expect from any employee

• Discover the mindset of your employees and forecast future job vacancies

• Outline the true cost of turnover and how to calculate it per position

• Describe 5 components of Retention Architecture that any company needs to retain more of their employees

• Discuss the 5 desired outcomes produced by Retention Architecture that can transform you into the company  
 employees never want to leave

AFTER ATTENDING THIS 
PRESENTATION, ATTENDEES 
WILL LEARN TO

LEARNING  OBJECTIVES

LEARNING  OBJECTIVES
• Discuss Traditional role of the Medical Physicist
• Analyze how times have changed
• Navigate the modern role of the Medical Physicist
• Review some examples

AFTER ATTENDING 
THIS PRESENTATION, 
ATTENDEES WILL
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&  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

6:30pm—9:30pm

TUESDAY MAY 9

On Tuesday night, join us at Stampede Houston for an evening of 
networking while you saddle up for a real good time!

Stampede Houston stands out with its signature Texas-style décor and the largest dance floor in 
the state. Put on your boots and cowboy hat and mosey on over to enjoy Texas style BBQ, plenty 
of cold beverages, DJ Warren Peace and dancing.

Test your rodeo skills on “Mega Watt 2.0,” Stampede Houston’s mechanical bull, to see if you have 
what it takes to ride a real one.  Take aim and become a pool shark at the billiards tables - 8 ball,  
corner pocket.  Continue the party on the covered patio and challenge your friends to a game of 
cornhole, Giant Jenga or axe throwing to see who can hit a bullseye.

Don’t miss the HCP Rodeo at this iconic watering hole: it’s a Texas thing!

Shuttles will run continuously from 6:15pm —9:30pm.

sponsors
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7:00am—12:00pm REGISTRATION DESK OPEN
 Our Registration Desk will be staffed throughout the conference. If you have questions 
 or need assistance with anything, please stop by and let us know. We are happy to help.

6:45am—7:45am BREAKFAST (ALL ATTENDEES)

8:00am—9:30am EDUCATIONAL SESSION

 CLOSING THE GAP IN HEALTH DISPARITIES STARTS WITH A 
 DIVERSE, EQUITABLE, AND INCLUSIVE WORKFORCE
 
 CO-PRESENTER: NWANDO ANYAOKU, M.D., MPH, MBA
 Dr. Nwando Anyaoku is a physician executive, speaker, coach and consultant based in Seattle, 
 Washington.   A board-certified pediatrician, Dr Anyaoku serves as VP and Chief Health Equity 
 officer for Providence Swedish Health Services. Working closely with clinical and community 
 leaders, she leads efforts in advancing equity in healthcare and the delivery of culturally 
 competent care, with an emphasis on technology and digital innovation. She is an experienced 
 executive and physician leader with expertise in clinical and business decision making. Dr 
 Anyaoku is faculty at Carnegie Mellon University Master of Medical Management program. As 
 a strategic advisor and consultant, she not only specializes in health equity, but also provides 
 leadership development and supports physicians and executives in every aspect of their 
 leadership journeys, including career reimagining and strategic planning.
  
 Dr. Anyaoku is best known for her strong commitment to helping people and communities 
 thrive and bloom where they are planted. When she’s not coaching and supporting medical 
 leaders or speaking at conferences and special events, Dr Anyaoku serves as an active board 
 member for several regional and national boards of directors. Dr. Anyaoku is a proud mother of 
 two boys and an avid reader, traveler and cook.

 CO-PRESENTER: MARDIA A. SHANDS, MA, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
 Mardia A. Shands is a multi-disciplinary Human Resources executive with extensive experience 
 in social impact, diversity, equity, and inclusion and workforce development across multiple 
 industries including healthcare, consumer products goods, manufacturing, supply chain, and IT. 
 Her career has spanned from multi-national global corporations to small not-for-profits across 
 North America and Africa.
 
 She is an Aspen Institute Job Quality Fellow and is also a Venue Magazine Woman of Influence. 
 She is a sought-after speaker on the topics of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and Human 
 Resources. She is on the White House’s Healthcare Jobs Recovery Panel representing the
 National Skills Coalition and Business Leaders United for Partnerships. She serves on the Board  
 of Directors for the YWCA of Greater Seattle and serves the Seattle Jobs Initiatives as a 
 Healthcare Table Captain that seeks to expand the region’s healthcare workforce. Ms. Shand’s’ 
 extensive experience as a human resources leader includes labor relations, talent acquisition, 
 organization development, and employment law. She is an advisory board member for SEIU ...

 Continued on next page

WEDNESDAY MAY 10
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WEDNESDAY MAY 10 

MEET US IN ST. LOUIS THIS FALL!
CONTACT 
INFORMATION

SUPPLIER REGISTRATION 
AND SPONSORSHIPS
ADAM CORNETT
DIRECTOR OF SALES
615-619-6020
ADAM.CORNETT@HLTHCP.COM

PROVIDER REGISTRATION
JEFF RIEDINGER
PROVIDER RELATIONS 
EXECUTIVE
615-619-6019
JEFF.RIEDINGER@HLTHCP.COM

 Continued from previous page

 ... 1199NW Training Fund that endeavors to grow healthcare workers’ skills through additional 
 technical education, primarily entry-level workers. She is the past chair of the Workforce 
 Investment Board for Butler, Warren and Clermont Counties in Ohio. 
 
 Ms. Shand’s is pursuing her Ph.D. in DEI and Health Equity from the University of Washington. 
 She earned a bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of Cincinnati and a master’s 
 degree in Labor and Employment Relations also from the University of Cincinnati. She holds 
 the Senior Professional in Human Resources designation from the Human Resources 
 Certification Institute and the Senior Certified Professional certificate from the Society of Human 
 Resources Management. She is also a Certified Diversity Executive.

10:00am—12:00pm               SESSION 2

 The Radiology Leaders and GPO Executives host the exhibit booths 
 in this very unique reverseexpo.

• Discuss the cultural awareness and cultural fluidity of healthcare providers and caregivers have the potential to 
impact health equity outcomes.

• Describe how the more inclusive the environment in a healthcare organization, that inclusion can extend to 
stronger patient satisfaction for minority patients.

• Decrease Implicit Bias against minority patients in healthcare organizations that have a strong sense of 
belonging.

• Determine the understanding of these concepts impacts disparities in access, experience, and health outcomes 
for different populations. 

AFTER ATTENDING THIS 
PRESENTATION, ATTENDEES 
WILL LEARN TO

LEARNING  OBJECTIVES

October 16—18, 2023


